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powtórka & quiz



advertisement
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He learned about the job from an 
advertisement in the newspaper.

ogłoszenie o pracę

(job)



be fired
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You’re fired!

zostać zwolnionym



colleague
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He quit his job after an argument 
with a colleague.

kolega z pracy



earn
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She's working hard to earn money. 

zarabiać



employee
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He treats his employees generously.

pracownik



employer
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He earns a good wage, because he 
works for a fair employer.

pracodawca



experience
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Students are still learning and generally 
have limited work experience.

doświadczenie



be promoted
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Our teacher has been promoted to 
headmaster.

zostać awansowanym



have a day off
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When we work on Saturdays, we 
have a day off during the week.

mieć dzień wolnego 



lawyer
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Don't speak to police without your 
lawyer.

prawnik



office worker
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I work in an office, I’m an office 
worker.

pracownik biurowy



look for
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I wish you'd stop being so lazy and 
look for a job.

szukać



pension
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She lives on her pension and her 
savings.

emerytura



plumber
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When the pipe leaked, we called a 
plumber.

hydraulik



quit
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For no particular reason, he quit the 
job.

rzucić



responsible
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All pilots are responsible for their 
passengers' safety.

odpowiedzialny



retire
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Most people retire at 65.

przejść na emeryturę



salary
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My salary is really low.

wypłata



surgeon
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The surgeon is now operating.

chirurg



tedious
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Filing papers at the office is a 
tedious job.

żmudny



unemployed
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How long have you been 
unemployed?

bezrobotny



waitress
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They asked the waitress for the bill.

kelnerka



All pilots are _______ for their 
passengers' safety.

a) tedious b) unemployed

c) responsible d) colleague
edienglish.com



All pilots are _______ for their 
passengers' safety.

a) tedious b) unemployed

c) responsible d) colleague
edienglish.com



Don't speak to police without 
your ________.

a) surgeon b) lawyer

c) plumber d) waitress
edienglish.com



Don't speak to police without 
your ________.

a) surgeon b) lawyer

c) plumber d) waitress
edienglish.com



a) employee b) surgeon

c) colleague d) employer
edienglish.com

He earns a good wage, because 
he works for a fair _________.



a) employee b) surgeon

c) colleague d) employer
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He earns a good wage, because 
he works for a fair _________.



a) fired b) promoted

c) unemployed d) retire
edienglish.com

Our teacher has been 
________ to headmaster.



a) advertisement b) colleague

c) office worker d) experience
edienglish.com

He learned about the job from 
an ________ in the newspaper.
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